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Two transversal values

+
Identity Pride



« The ONAKI FabLab »
The ONAKI Fab Lab is the very 1st Indigenous FabLab in Canada.

In its first phase, the ONAKI FabLab accompany Indigenous Youth who have
abandoned school and find themselves with little future.

With a culturally adapted program, the Indigenous participants discover their talents
or their passions by learning on their own and with their peers.
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« Transmission of knowledge »

The approach is very close to the traditional way of passing knowledge
to the new generation: observation, small steps at the time and hands-
on.

Although they work with the 21st century equipment, they introduce
traditional material: leather, textiles, wood, stones, pearls, bones,
etc.
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First 3 cohorts : First results

 Each cohort started with 12 to 15 
Indigenous participants.

 After 5 intensive months of 5 days a 
week, 30 hours a week: 9 to 12 
Indigenous participants graduated.

 Our rate of success : 75%.

 This rate is exceptional.  

 Similar program with similar 
clientele normally concludes with 
20-30% success.

 At the end of each cohort, we hire 
the most dedicated  participants to 
be trained as assistant instructors at 
the ONAKI FabLab or at the Nomad 
FabLab. 5



What makes the ONAKI FabLab so 
successful with Indigenous Youth ?

We recognize, respect and
celebrate the identity pride of
being not an Indigenous person
but an Anishinabeg, a Cree, an
Ojibwe, an Innu, a Mi’kmaq…

We start each day by knowing
who we are, so we can better
create and innovate. A full half a
day is devoted to connecting to
Indigenous cultures

We make them live successes
every day.
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